LOCATION:

Portugal
If Mother Nature were to take a break, she’d come
to Areias do Seixo, where sustainability is its philosophy, and the rhythms of the earth and seasons are
its mantra. Step through the large kasbah style
door and you’ll find yourself in a magical paradise of
extraordinary design and wild flowers. It’s a luxury
eco lodge with five star trimmings and staying here
is more of an experience than a holiday. Surrounded by wilderness with its own fruit, vegetable and
flower gardens it looks out over the dunes and cliffs
to Seixo beach. Wildlife is in abundance with
countless species of wildlife wherever you look.
Only an hour from Lisbon. We love this eco lodge
for making us feel at home with nature. Stay with a
group in one of its villas or relax in a romantic room
for two.

"An adventure into
the wilderness"
FOR INFORMATION & BOOKING
CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM AT
hello@fishandpips.com or on
+44 (0)1306 264005

A rei as do S e i xo

A b o u t P o r tu ga l:
Portugal’s Atlantic coastal setting has defined its history and culture, making it a
country worthy of exploring. It’s a place of diverse landscapes, endless stretches of
beaches, culinary treats, and a warm and open people. Culturally, Portugal has lots to
offer from castles to monasteries, from music and food festivals to religious
celebrations. Our chosen Portugal hotel is designed with the environment and your
well-being at the centre. Here they make the most out of their natural resources with
a vast variety of activities on offer on both the land and the sea.
The local gastronomy is not to be underestimated, with and abundance of seafood,
delicious herbs, olive oil and a delicious variety of wines.

Areias do S eixo
THE DETAIL
• LUXURY 5* ECO RETREAT ON THE
ATLANTIC COAST
• AN HOUR FROM LISBON
• 14 ROMANTIC ROOMS, 10 VILLAS
AND 6 TOWNHOUSES
• STATE OF THE ART AIR CON –
FRESH AIR
• PRODUCE FRESH FROM THE
GARDENS AND OCEAN

